
 2.OPERATING TRANSMITTER(LIGHT:ON/OFF):

   A. Install two of AAA batterys(not included). (To prevent damage to  

transmitter,remove the battery if not used for a long time).

    

    B. Store the transmitter away from excessive heat or humidity.

         

     C. Operating the buttons on the panel of the transmitter.
          HI key -for fan high speed.
          MED key-for fan medium speed.
          LOW key-for fan low speed.
          STOP key-for fan ON and OFF.
          LIGHT  key-for light ON and OFF.
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          1h 2h 4h 8h key-for The fan will stop after the time 
       if the fan is working.
         D. Learning code method.

      Power off the receiver  for more than 5 seconds.Turn on the power and 
immediately press and hold  the two keys of  LIGHT  and  HI  more
than 5 seconds until the receiver emits a prolonged beef sound.                                                  

Press and hold the two keys of  LIGHT  and  HI  for  more than 
5 seconds until the receiver emits a prolonged beef sound or the
light is flasing on and off .

Use wire connecting nuts supplied  with the fan
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1.INSTALLING RECEIVER IN CEILING FAN
 A. Safety precautions:
      WARNING: HIGH VOLTAGE!  Disconnect power by
       removing fuse or switching off circuit breaker.
      Do not use with solid state fans.
      Electrical wire must meet all local and national
      electrical code requirements.

      Otherwise power can cause serious injury or death.
 C. Installing receiver in fan:
     a. Remove power from the circuit.
     b. Remove ceiling fan canopy from the mounting
          bracket.
     c. Disconnect existing wiring between ceiling fan and
          Supply in electrical junction box.
     d. Make connections as follows, using the wire nuts
         supplied: 

CONNECT     TO
Green fan wire ....Bare supply wire
Red receiver wire(AC IN L) ....Red or Black  supply wire
White receiver wire(AC IN N) ....White supply wire
White receiver wire(TO MOTOR N) ....White fan wire
Black receiver wire(TO MOTOR L) ....Black fan wire
Blue receiver wire(FOR LIGHT) ....Blue light wire
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    B. Electrical rating: 110v-230V  50/60Hz 
                                    MAX. Motor amps: 1.0A
                                    MAX. Light watts: 180W

(FIG.3)
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 4.Connect with Moble Phone APP:

          Scan the QR code to download the “Smart Life” APP.

         1):  Turn on the smart phone or device’s Bluetooth function is ON.  .

    Ensure the smart phone or device’s  network is fine.

   2):  Before connecting,please make sure your smart phone
        or device is connecting with your home WI-FI 2.4GHz
        successfully.It don't support 5GHz and 5.8GHz. 

   3):   Open the application,click “+” to select “Auto Scan Mode”,
         and then start to automatically scan product that can be
         connected.

   4):   Once connected ,the App will prompt the connection,then
          click “Done”.If it cannot be paired with the Smart life App,
          check whether the 2.4G  WI-FI network is working fine.
          Clear Cache (in the settings of Smart life App).Restart the 
          Smart life App and pair again.

   5):   Now you can control the Ceiling Fan and Light through 
           the App.

   6):   Rename of the device to an easily identifiable name such as 
          bedroom light,bed room fan.

  

(a).In to the home page (d).Find The Fan Device (e).Connecting to the internet 

(f).Distribution network success (g).Operation interface

Register and Login account

(c).Select Auto Scan Mode   Initiate App-Config Mode   

(b).Add Device

     E. Initiate App-Config method.

(12) Initiate App-Config

           Turn on the smart phone or device’s Bluetooth .

  Before connecting,please make sure 
  your smart phone or device is connecting 
  with your home WI-FI 2.4GHz successfully. 

           function and ensure the net work is ON. .

How to Initiate App-Config Mode

1)Press and hold  the two keys of  LIGHT  and   HI 
    for  more than 3-5 seconds until  the receiver emits a  
    prolonged beef sound or the light is flasing ON/OFF.
    It initiated  App-Config Mode.

      2)Turn off the power of the receiver for about 1 second 
         and then restart the power for about 1 second. 
         Repeated 5 times(OFF-ON, OFF-ON,OFF-ON, OFF-ON

           Auto Scan Mode            Rename 

Fan and light must be
named separately.

(h).Link skill to the Amazon Echo or Google Assistant 

Common commands

“Alexa,set the bedroom light to fifty percent.”
“Alexa,turn on/off bedroom light.”
“Alexa,turn on/off bedroom fan.”
“Alexa,set the bedroom fan speed to two.”
“Alexa,turn up the bedroom fan speed.”
“Alexa,decrease the bedroom fan speed.”
“Alexa,set the bedroom fan speed to max.”
“Alexa,what is the bedroom fan speed?”

In the App,change the name of the device
to an easily identifiable name such as 
bedroom light,bed room fan.
Make sure your Amazon Echo device is
powered on and connecting to your home
WI-FI network.

Q&A

Q:If you cannot pair the Smart life App.
A:

Q:If your remote cannot control the receiver.
A: Learning Again.
1.Please check whether the battery is damaged and installed corectly.
2.Turn off the power of receiver more then 5 seconds.Turn on the 
   power again.Immdiately press and hold the two keys of HI and LIGHT 
   more than 5 seconds until the receiver emits a prolonged beef sound.

Q:Can the receiver be controlled by multiple phone 

A: NO.
    or device witch connections with different accounts.  

Q:Can we turn on/off the beef sound?
A: Yes.

Press  the  key of  LOW  more than 5 seconds until 
the receiver emits a prolonged beef sound.

Q:Does it works with the fan which has PULL 

A: Yes.

If you have PULL CHAINS SWITCH,turn  PULL CHAINS 
SWITCH to max speed position and light on.Only in this way 
you can get correct speed and functions.

    CHAINS SWITCH

3.OPERATING TRANSMITTER FOR HD5(LIGHT:ON/OFF):

   A. Install one of 9V battery(not included). (To prevent damage to transmitter, 

remove the battery if not used for a long time).

    

    B. Store the transmitter away from excessive heat or humidity.

         

     C. Operating the buttons on the panel of the transmitter.
          HI key -for fan high speed.
          MED key-for fan medium speed.
          LOW key-for fan low speed.
          FAN OFF key-for fan  OFF.
          LIGHT  key-for light ON  and OFF.

    

FAN OFF

     D. Learning code method.

      Power off the receiver  for more than 5 seconds.Turn on the power and 
immediately press  the two keys of LIGHT  and  HI  more than 5 
seconds  until the receiver emits a prolonged beef sound.                      
.

Press and hold the two keys of  LIGHT  and  HI  for  more than 
5 seconds until the receiver emits a prolonged beef sound or the
light is flasing on and off .
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    OFF-ON)then the receiver emits a prolonged beef 
    sound or the light is flasing ON/OFF.
    It initiated  App-Config Mode.
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